Interactions between turbulent waters and atmosphere may lead to strong air-water mixing. This experimental study is focused on the flow down a staircase channel characterised by very strong flow aeration and turbulence. Interfacial aeration is characterised by strong air-water mixing extending down to the invert. The size of entrained bubbles and droplets extends over several orders of magnitude, and a significant number of bubble/droplet clusters was observed. Velocity and turbulence intensity measurements suggest high levels of turbulence across the entire air-water flow. The increase in turbulence levels, compared to single-phase flow situations, is proportional to the number of entrained particles.
Introduction
Interactions between cascading water and atmosphere may lead to strong air-water mixing and complex multiphase flow situations. Air-water flows have been studied only recently. The first successful experiments were those of R. Ehrenberger in Austria and later the works led by L.G. Straub in North-America (Chanson, 1997a, pp. 15-16) . Since the 1960s, numerous researchers studied gas entrainment in liquid flows although most studies focused on low void fractions (C < 5%). Few research projects have been engaged in strongly turbulent flows associated with strong free-surface aeration (reviews by Wood, 1991; Chanson, 1997a It is the aim of this work to gain some understanding of highly turbulent free-surface flows. The study examines cascading waters down a stepped chute. Up to date, detailed air-water studies of cascading flows have been limited (Table 1) . New experimental investigations were conducted in a large-size facility where the flow was characterised by very energetic turbulence and free-surface aeration. The results illustrate complex interactions between turbulence and interfacial aeration.
Bibliographic review
In open channel flows, free-surface aeration is caused by a combination of wave instabilities and turbulence fluctuations acting next to the air-water free-surface (Keulegan and Patterson, 1940; Ervine and Falvey, 1987) . Through this interface, there are continuous exchanges of both mass and momentum between water and atmosphere. Experimental evidence demonstrates that the air-water flow behaves as a homogeneous mixture for C < 90% where C is the void fraction (Cain, 1978; Wood, 1991; Chanson, 1997a) . The mixture consists of water surrounding air bubbles (bubbly flow, C < 30%), air surrounding water droplets (spray, C > 70%) and an intermediate flow structure for 0:3 < C < 0:7 (Fig. 1) .
In turbulent water flows, air bubbles may be entrained when the turbulent kinetic energy is large enough to overcome both surface tension and gravity effects, which yields v 0 > 0:1-0.3 m/s where v 0 is an instantaneous turbulent velocity normal to the flow direction (Ervine and Falvey, 1987; Chanson, 1993) . The condition is nearly always achieved in stepped chute flows because of the very energetic turbulence generated by the stepped invert (Fig. 1) . Considering a given stepped geometry, low flow rates give rise to a succession of free-falling nappes called nappe flow regime, and relatively little aeration is observed (Chamani and Rajaratnam, 1994; Chanson, 1994) . With increasing flow rates, a transition flow regime occurs at intermediate discharges. Dominant flow features included a chaotic appearance and strong splashing associated with irregular droplet ejections that are seen to reach heights of up to 3-5 times the step height (Chanson, 2001) . At larger flow rates, the waters skim over the pseudo-bottom formed by the step edges (skimming flow regime). Intense cavity recirculation is observed and the flow resistance is form drag predominantly (Rajaratnam, 1990; Chanson, 1995) .
In both transition and skimming flows, the upstream flow is non-aerated as sketched in Fig. 1A , but free-surface instabilities are observed. The location of the inception of free-surface aeration is clearly defined. Downstream the flow becomes rapidly aerated and free-surface aeration is very intense (Fig. 1 ).
Experimental apparatus
New experiments were conducted at the University of Queensland in a 5-m long, 1-m wide test section (Fig. 1, Table 1 ). Water was supplied from a large feeding basin (1.5-m deep, surface area 6:8 m Â 4:8 m) leading to a sidewall convergent with a 4.8:1 contraction ratio. The intake geometry yielded low inflow turbulence. Two stepped slopes were tested. One test section consisted of a 0.9-m high, 0.88-m long broad-crested weir with upstream rounded corner (0.057-m radius), followed by nine identical steps (h ¼ 0:1 m, l ¼ 0:35 m) made of marine ply. The second geometry consisted of a broad-crested weir (0.6-m long) followed by nine identical steps (h ¼ 0:1 m, l ¼ 0:25 m) made of marine ply. The stepped chute was 1-m wide with perspex sidewalls, followed by a horizontal concrete-invert canal ending in a dissipation pit. The flow rate was delivered by a 
Chanson and Toombes (1997, 2000) 3 pump controlled with an adjustable frequency AC motor drive, allowing an accurate discharge adjustment in a closed-circuit system. Further details on the experimental facilities may be found in Chanson and Toombes (2001) .
Instrumentation
The discharge was measured from the upstream head above crest with an accuracy of about 2% (Ackers et al., 1978; Bos, 1976) . Clear-water flow depths and velocities were measured with a point gauge and a Prandtl-Pitot tube (£ ¼ 3:3 mm) respectively. Air-water flow properties were measured using a double-tip conductivity probe (£ ¼ 0:025, 7.775 mm spacing between sensors). The probe sensors were aligned in the flow direction ( Fig. 2A and B) and excited by an air bubble detector (AS25240). The probe signal was scanned at 20 kHz per sensor for 20-40 s. Initial experiments were conducted with a single-tip conductivity probe (£ ¼ 0:35 mm) with sampling times ranging from 60 to 180 s. For identical flow conditions, comparative results showed no difference in void fraction distributions between dual-tip and single-tip probe data. The translation of the probes in the direction y normal to the pseudo-invert formed by the step edges was controlled by a fine adjustment travelling mechanism connected to a Mitutoyoe digimatic scale unit. The error on the normal position of the probe was less than Dy < AE0:025 mm. The accuracy on the longitudinal position of the probe was estimated as Dx < AE0:5 cm. The accuracy on the transverse position of the probe was less than 1 mm. Flow visualisations were conducted with a digital video-camera Sonye DV-CCD DCR-TRV900 (shutter: 1=4 to 1=10,000 s) and high-speed still photographs (shutter: 1=2000 s) (Fig. 1B) . 1=3 where q w is the water discharge per unit width and g is the gravity acceleration. Void fractions, bubble count rates and chord times were calculated from the probe leading tip signal using a single-threshold technique. The threshold was set at 50% and checked to remain at 50 AE 5% of the probe voltage range, despite air and water voltage level fluctuations during a scan period.
Data processing
Velocities were calculated using a cross-correlation technique (e.g. Crowe et al., 1998) . The dimensionless turbulent velocity fluctuations were estimated from the broadening of crosscorrelation function compared to auto-correlation function:
where u 0 is the root mean square of longitudinal component of turbulent velocity, V is the local, time-averaged air-water velocity, DT is the time scale satisfying: rðT þ DT Þ ¼ r max =2, r is the cross-correlation coefficient function and r max is the maximum cross-correlation, Dt is the characteristic time for which the auto-correlation function equals 0.5, and T is the bubble travel time for which the cross-correlation function is maximum (i.e. rðT Þ ¼ r max ). Eq. (1) is based upon an extension of the mean value theorem for definite integrals (Appendix A). Fig. 2C presents three series of correlation data taken at the same cross-section, for identical flow conditions and at different elevations.
Void fraction and bubble count rate distributions
Downstream of the inception point of free-surface aeration, air and water were fully mixed, forming a homogeneous two-phase flow (Chanson, 1997a (Chanson, , 2001 ). The advective diffusion of air bubbles may be described by simple analytical models: that is, Eqs. (2) and (3) developed by Chanson and Toombes (2001) based upon the reasoning of Chanson (1997a) .
In the low range of transition flows (i.e. 0.5-0:7 < d c =h < 0:75-0.9), the flow was highly aerated at each and every cross-section, with depth-average mean air concentrations ranging from 40% to 75%. At step edges, the distributions of void fraction followed closely:
where y is distance measured normal to the pseudo-invert (Fig. 1A) , Y 90 is the characteristic distance where C ¼ 90%, K 0 and k are dimensionless functions of the mean air content only (Appendix B). Eq. (2) compares favourably with experimental data (Fig. 3A) . In Fig. 3A , Eq. (2) is plotted for only one value of mean air content.
In the upper range of transition flows and in skimming flows (i.e. d c =h > 0:75-0.9), the air concentration profiles have a smooth, continuous shape which may be modelled by
where K 00 is an integration constant and D o is a function of the mean void fraction only (Appendix B). Data at both step edges and half-distance between step edges are compared successfully with Eq. (3) The results showed further a marked change between void fraction distributions measured at step edges and above the recirculating cavities ( Fig. 3A and B). Greater flow aeration was observed consistently between step edges ( Fig. 3A (symbols Ã) and B (symbols þ, Â, Ã)) than at the adjacent step edges. This effect was particularly marked in the fluid layers next to the recirculation cavity (i.e. y=Y 90 < 0:3-0.4). Similar observations were reported by Boes (2000) and Matos et al. (2001) . It is believed that cavity aeration is enhanced by inertial forces acting on air bubbles trapped in the core of recirculating vortices (e.g. Tooby et al., 1977) . Vortex trapping of bubbles leads to higher air content in the cavity flow and in the mixing layers downstream of the step edges ( Fig. 1) . 
Bubble count rates
where F max is the maximum bubble frequency observed for C ¼ 50%. In Fig. 4A and B, only one parabolic curve is shown for comparison. Such a parabolic relationship was previously observed in open channel flows, hydraulic jumps and plunging jet flows (e.g. Chanson, 1997b; Chanson and Brattberg, 2000) . Toombes (2002) demonstrated the unicity of the relationship between bubble frequency and void fraction, and he derived Eq. (4) for an air-water structure with constant, equal minimum bubble and droplet sizes in a cross-section. Measurements conducted at half-distance between step edges, in transition and skimming flows, showed that, for y=h 6 0:1, bubble count rates data were larger by about 10-20% than at a higher location (i.e. y=h > 0:1) for an identical void fraction. It is believed that large shear stresses in the mixing layer induced some additional bubble breakup, which in turn enlarged the count rate for the same void fraction.
Air-water velocity and velocity fluctuation profiles
Air-water velocity distributions are presented in Figs. 5 and 6 in terms of the time-averaged air-water velocity V and turbulence intensity Tu respectively.
In transition flows, the velocity measurements show quasi-uniform velocity profiles at step edges (Fig. 5A ). Overall the data at step edges were correlated by
where V max is the maximum velocity, usually observed at about y=Y 90 ¼ 1:6-2. Eq. (5) is shown in Fig. 5A . It has no theoretical justification and it is only a rough correlation. Transition flows are characterised by relatively small water depth compared to the step roughness height: i.e., d=ðh cos aÞ < 0:4 typically where d is the equivalent clear-water depth and a is the slope of the pseudo-bottom formed by the step edge (Fig. 1) . It is hypothesised that large energy dissipation taking place at each step is associated with very energetic turbulent mixing across the entire airwater flow. In turn the strong momentum mixing yields quasi-uniform velocity profiles. In skimming flows, velocity data measured at step edges compare favourably with a power law:
where V 90 is the characteristic velocity at y ¼ Y 90 (Fig. 5B) . The result is close to that of Matos (2000) and Boes (2000) . Boes (2000) observed a power law exponent of 1=6:7 for a ¼ 30°and 1=5:8 for a ¼ 50°. Matos obtained a 1=5:1 power law but he used a flushed Pitot tube (Table 1 , column 7), and the different type of instrumentation might explain some difference. The velocity distribution results in skimming flows are basically identical to measured velocity distributions in self-aerated flows on smooth-invert chutes (Cain, 1978; Chanson, 1997a,b) , although the rate of energy dissipation is much greater on a stepped cascade and flow resistance is dominated by form drag. Between step edges, the mixing layers interact with the free-stream. At half-distance between step edges, measurements showed that V ðy ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0:75V 90 in average, independently of the step geometry and flow rate (Fig. 5B) . (Fig. 6) . The trend, observed in both skimming and transition flows, differs significantly from well-known turbulence intensity profiles observed in turbulent boundary layers (e.g. Schlichting, 1979) . It is believed that the high rate of energy dissipation, associated with form drag generated by the steps, contributes to strong turbulent mixing throughout the entire flow. Although the quantitative values of turbulence intensity are large (Tu $ 100%), they are similar to turbulence measurements in separated flows past rectangular cavity (Haugen and Dhanak, 1966) , in wakes between large stones ( Sumer et al., 2001) , in developing shear region of plunging water jets (Chanson and Brattberg, 1998) and in pipe flows (Mudde and Saito, 2001) . Note that only the metrology of Mudde and Saito was comparable to the present signal processing technique. Other studies recorded the turbulent velocity fluctuations in the water phase using hot film probes and LDV.
Turbulent velocity fluctuations
In Fig. 6 , skimming flow data are compared with monophase flow LDV measurements by Ohtsu and Yasuda (1997) performed in skimming flow down a 19°stepped chute (h ¼ 0:05 m), immediately upstream of the inception point of free-surface aeration. Their data exhibit a profile significantly different from turbulent boundary layer flows (e.g. Schlichting, 1979) and relatively close to the present results. The difference between Ohtsu and YasudaÕs results and present observations suggests a drastic increase in turbulence level associated with air bubble entrainment. Deviations between monophase flow data and air-water flow data take place for void fractions ranging from 0.05 to 0.95 with maximum turbulence intensity observed for C ¼ 0:4-0.6 for all experiments in transition and skimming flows. It is believed that the increase in turbulence level is directly linked to the number of entrained bubbles/droplets. Fig. 7 presents turbulence intensity data as a function of the dimensionless bubble count rate. The turbulence data are correlated to the dimensionless bubble frequency by 
where k is a constant of proportionality which is a function of the step geometry and location, and flow rate. Eq. (7) was observed in both transition and skimming flows, at step edge and between step edges. It reflects an increase in turbulence associated with the number of entrained particles. For low bubble count rates (i.e. Fd c =V c < 2), the result (Eq. (7) and Fig. 7 ) yields Tu % 0:25 which is close to the observations of Ohtsu and Yasuda (1997) in single-phase skimming flows (Fig. 6 ).
Discussion
The results show turbulence levels in air-water flows of about one order of magnitude greater than monophase flow data. A similar observation was made in pipe flows: e.g., Wang et al. (1990) , Lance and Bataille (1991) , Mudde and Saito (2001) for low void fractions; Liu and Bankoff (1993) for C < 0:5. However two differences must be noted. First, in the present study, the flow velocity was 10-20 times greater than the bubble rise velocity of observed millimetric bubbles. Second the quantitative levels of bubble-induced turbulence were greater than observations in pipe flows. Mudde and Saito (2001) suggested that bubble-induced turbulence might result from a combination of shear, potential flow around a bubble, wake and ''vortical structures caused by nonuniform distribution of bubbles''. Their estimate of the contribution of the first three effects yield Tu $ 22% for C ¼ 0:5 and V ¼ 3 m/s assuming a bubble rise velocity of 0.25 m/s (e.g. Comolet, 1979) . While the contribution of vortical structures is certainly significant, the drastic increase in Fig. 7 . Relationship between turbulent intensity and dimensionless bubble count rate in skimming flows (flow characteristics are detailed in Fig. 6 ). turbulent velocity fluctuations observed in Fig. 6 must be attributed to other factors, including particle collisions, breakup and coalescence which all affect the interfacial velocity field.
Bubble/droplet size distributions and clustering

Bubble/droplet size distributions
Bubble and droplet chord length measurements, performed on both transition and skimming flows, show a broad spectrum of bubble/droplet chord lengths at each location extending over several orders of magnitude. During the study, the minimum size of bubbles resolvable by the probe was about 0.1 mm.
The chord length distributions are typically skewed with a preponderance of small bubble/ droplet sizes relative to the mean (e.g. Fig. 8A ). Fig. 8A presents normalised probability distribution functions of bubble sizes in the bubbly flow region (C < 0:3), all data being recorded at the same cross-section for the same flow rate. Although the probability of air bubble chord lengths is the largest for bubble sizes between 0 and 2 mm, it is worth noting some amount of bubbles larger than 20 mm (Fig. 8A, last column >20) . The probability distribution functions of bubble chord length tend to follow, on average, a log-normal distribution. Note that a gamma distribution provides also a good fit.
Water droplet chord length distributions are also skewed with a preponderance of small drop sizes relative to the mean. The droplet size distributions differ however from bubble chord length distributions. For the same void and liquid fraction, the droplet chord mode and mean are larger than the corresponding bubble chord length data (Fig. 8B ). Fig. 8B shows mean chord sizes as function of the local void/liquid fractions. For C ¼ 0:5, the mean droplet and bubble chord sizes are equal. For void/liquid fractions less than 0.2-0.3, the mean droplet chord length (Fig. 8B , black symbols) is consistently larger than the corresponding mean bubble size (Fig. 8B , white symbols). The result is most pronounced for void/liquid fractions less than 0.05.
Bubble clustering effect
The streamwise distribution of bubbles and droplets was analysed. A cluster of particles is defined as a group of two or more particles, with a distinct separation from other particles before and after the cluster. In a cluster, the particles are close together and the packet is surrounded by a sizeable volume of the other phase. (Note that the terms ''packet'', ''cluster'' and ''platoon'' are sometimes used for the same meaning.)
In bubbly flow (i.e. C < 0:3), two bubbles were considered to form a cluster when they were separated by a water chord length smaller than one-tenth of the mean water chord size. In skimming flows, 44% of air bubbles in average were associated with bubble clusters, almost independently of void fractions and mean chord length sizes. The average size of cluster bubbles was about 13% larger than the average bubble size. Nearly 68% of clusters were comprised of two bubbles (Fig. 9) . In transition flows, 30% of the bubbles on average were grouped in clusters, while about 78% of the clusters were made of two bubbles. A similar analysis of droplet clusters was performed in the spray region (i.e. C > 0:7). Two droplets were assumed to form a packet if they were separated by an air chord length smaller than one-tenth of the mean water chord size. In skimming flows, the results showed a slightly smaller number of droplet clusters: i.e., an average 41% of detected droplets formed a cluster, and about 73% of clusters included two droplets only. However the percentage of cluster droplets decreased from 70% down to 30% with increasing Overall, the data demonstrated that a large proportion of particles (bubbles and droplets) travelled as part of a cluster structure, consisting typically of two particles only. For the same void and liquid fraction, the probability of a bubble travelling as part of a packet was about the probability of a droplet to travel in a cluster. The outcome was not expected, considering that water droplets have a momentum response time about 46,000 times larger than that of an air bubble of identical diameter (e.g. Crowe et al., 1998) . The existence of bubble/droplet clusters may be related to breakup and coalescence, and to other processes. As the bubble response time is significantly smaller than the characteristic time of the flow, it is believed that bubble trapping in large-scale turbulent structures is a dominant clustering mechanism in the bubbly flow region. In the spray region, drop formation results from surface distortion, tip-streaming of ligaments and interactions between eddies and free-surface (e.g. Hoyt and Taylor, 1977; Rein, 1998) (Fig. 1C) . The droplet ejection process is likely to be the dominant effect because the droplet response time is nearly two orders of magnitude larger the air flow response time.
Remarks
It must be emphasised that the present analysis is limited to cluster detection along a streamline. In particular, it does not consider bubble or droplets travelling side by side as being a cluster.
A sensitivity analysis was performed in bubbly flows (C < 0:3, skimming flows) to ascertain the representativity of the results. It was shown that the number of detected bubbles had to be greater than 600-800 for the cluster analysis results to be within 10% of the mean value, in terms of number of clusters, number of bubbles per cluster and size of bubbles in clusters. The cluster analysis highlighted further the dual requirements to record a large number of bubble/droplet detections to improve the representativity of the samples, and to detect small water/air chord lengths associated with thin air-water interfaces. The writers believe that the present data acquisition rate (20 kHz per sensor for 20-40 s) was adequate in bubbly flows, but longer recording times would be suitable in the spray region. Cummings and Chanson (1999) investigated air bubble entrainment at low-velocity plunging jet flows. They recorded the number of bubbles resulting from a single bubble breakup, and the size of both mother and daughter bubbles. For entrained bubble sizes less than 5.5 mm, most single breakups yielded two bubbles, forming a cluster without a preferential size significantly different from the mean. The results are close to the present observations although the flow configuration is significantly different.
Discussion
Skimming flows in stepped cascades exhibit some analogy with boundary layer flows past closely spaced cavities: i.e., d-type roughness (e.g. Djenidi et al., 1994 Djenidi et al., , 1999 . In both situations, irregular ejections of cavity fluid take place and the process appears to be sequential from upstream to downstream (Table 2 ). For example Elavarasan et al. (1995) and Djenidi et al. (1999) in boundary layer flows past rectangular cavities; and Chanson and Toombes Table 2 Observations of cavity ejections
Reference
Average ejection frequency
Experimental observations (2001) in skimming flows. Further the velocity profiles appear to be little affected by the cavity recirculation process. In skimming flows, the velocity profile follows a 1=6th power law as in smooth-invert chute flows (Eq. (6)), while Djenidi et al. (1999) observed self-preservation above dtype roughness. However the cavity recirculation and irregular fluid ejection processes interact with the boundary layer flow and contribute to some energy dissipation. In skimming flows, Chanson and Toombes (2001) expressed an analytical relationship between average cavity ejection frequency and flow resistance, while Lin and Rockwell (2001) showed that a higher order cavity flow frequency is related to the flow momentum thickness and velocity (Table 2) . Djenidi et al. (1999) showed however that viscous drag is not negligible above d-type roughnesses.
Conclusion
Detailed air-water flow measurements were conducted in stepped open channels with flat horizontal steps (Fig. 1) . The results show strong interactions between entrained air and turbulence.
Free-surface aeration (Figs. 3 and 4) is generated by high turbulence levels extending from the stepped invert up to the pseudo-free-surface (Fig. 6) . The void fraction distributions were approximated by analytical solutions of the diffusion equation for air bubbles assuming nonconstant diffusivity (Eqs. (2) and (3)). Air bubble and water droplet size measurements highlighted a broad range of detected particle sizes extending from less than 0.1 mm to over 20 mm (Fig. 8) . The chord length distributions were skewed with preponderance of small particle sizes compared to the mean. In the bubbly flow region (C < 0:3) and in the spray region (C > 0:7), a cluster analysis showed a large number of particles (bubbles, droplets) travelling as part of clusters: e.g., about 30-45% of detected bubbles were parts of bubble clusters for C < 0:3. Most clusters comprised of two bubbles with no obvious preferential sizes (Fig. 9) . It is suggested that bubble trapping in large-scale vortical structures is a dominant cluster mechanism for C < 0:3, but a different mechanism, possibly droplet ejection, takes place in the spray region.
For small water depths relative to the cavity roughness height (i.e. transition flows), air-water velocity profiles exhibited flat distributions at step edges (Fig. 5A) . In skimming flows, the velocity distributions followed the same 1=6th power law (Fig. 5B ) observed in smooth-invert chute flows. Measured turbulence levels were compared with water flow results on a stepped invert. The increase in turbulence levels was correlated to the number of entrained particles: Tu / F 1:5 (Eq. (7) and Fig. 7) . That is, entrained air bubbles increase drastically turbulence levels across the entire mixture.
Overall strong interactions between entrained air bubbles and flow turbulence were observed, associated with large interfacial areas and high turbulence levels. For example, this mechanism contributes to substantial air-water mass transfer of atmospheric gases explaining re-oxygenation potential of stepped cascades, used for in-stream re-aeration and in treatment plants.
Appendix A. Velocity measurements with dual-tip probes
With phase-detection intrusive probes, velocity measurement is based upon the successive detection of bubbles/droplets by two sensors (e.g. Fig. 2B ). The technique assumes that the probe tips (or sensors) are aligned along a streamline, the slip velocity is small compared to the flow velocity, the bubble/droplet characteristics are little affected by the leading tip, and the bubble/ droplet impact on the trailing tip is similar to that on the leading tip. In highly turbulent gasliquid flows, the successive detection of a bubble by each probe tip is highly improbable, and it is common to use a cross-correlation technique (e.g. Fig. 2C ). The shape of the cross-correlation function provides a further information on the turbulent velocity fluctuations (Kipphan, 1977; Chanson and Toombes, 2001) . Flat cross-correlation functions are associated with large velocity fluctuations around the mean. Thin high cross-correlation curves are characteristics of small turbulent velocity fluctuations. The information must be corrected to account for the intrinsic noise of the leading probe signal and the turbulence intensity is related to the broadening of the cross-correlation function compared to the auto-correlation function.
The definition of the standard deviation of the velocity leads to
where v i is the instantaneous velocity data equal to Dx=t i , t i is the bubble travel time data, Dx is the distance between probe tips, V is the time-averaged velocity (V ¼ Dx=T ), N is the number of samples, and T is the travel time for which the cross-correlation function is maximum. With an infinitely large number of data points N, an extension of the mean value theorem for definite integrals may be used as the functions 1=t 2 i and ðt i À T Þ 2 are positive and continuous over the interval ½i ¼ 1; N (Spiegel, 1974) . It implies that there exists at least one characteristic bubble travel time t 0 satisfying t 1 6 t 0 6 t N such that
where r t is the standard deviation of the bubble travel time. That is, the standard deviation of the velocity is proportional to the standard deviation of the bubble travel time.
If the intrinsic noise of the probe signal is un-correlated with the turbulent velocity fluctuations with which the bubbles are advected, the standard deviation of the cross-correlation function r xy does satisfy:
ðA:3Þ
where r xx is the standard deviation of the auto-correlation function (e.g. Harvey, 1993 where U w is the time-averaged cross-section velocity.
A.1. Application
Experimental results obtained during the present study demonstrated that both cross-correlation and auto-correlation functions followed a Gaussian distribution (e.g. Fig. 2C ). Assuming that the successive detections of bubbles by the probe sensors is a true random process, the crosscorrelation function is a Gaussian distribution: 
A.2. Discussion
The derivation of both Eqs. (A.5) and (A.6) is based upon the assumption t 0 $ T which is made for all void fractions. For low void fractions, present results (Fig. 7) are close to the clear-water flow turbulence data obtained by Ohtsu and Yasuda (1997) for a similar flow configuration. The agreement between Eq. (A.5) and their data suggest that the assumption might be reasonable for low void fractions (C < 0:05) and low liquid fractions (C > 0:95). There is however no indication of its validity for 0:5 < C < 0:95.
Appendix B. Void fraction distributions in self-aerated flows
In self-aerated open channel flows, the advective diffusion of air bubbles may be analytically predicted (Wood, 1984; Chanson, 1997a) . At uniform equilibrium, the air concentration distribution is a constant with respect to the distance x in the flow direction and the continuity equation for air in the air-water flow yields where ðu r Þ Hyd is the rise velocity in hydrostatic pressure gradient (Chanson, 1997a) . A first integration of the continuity equation for air in the equilibrium flow region leads to where tanh is the hyperbolic tangent function and K a dimensionless integration constant (Chanson, 1997a) . Assuming that the dimensionless bubble diffusivity follows: 
where K 00 and D o are functions of the mean void fraction only.
B.1. Remarks
Although Eq. (B.1) assumes uniform equilibrium flow conditions, several researchers showed that its analytical solutions are applicable in gradually varied flows above smooth chutes (Wood, 1984; Chanson, 1997a,b) and stepped chutes (Matos, 2000; Chanson and Toombes, 2001 ).
